The Good Book Of
Sharing of New Love

Love Peace Harmony
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Love, peace and harmony will start spreading to all good people who have all these
3 elements once they are ingrained in each person. Then the sharing of this energy
will begin in a new way too. All along we have noticed that good people love to
receive all good things, but when it comes to sharing, all are a bit hesitant to do this,
so this time a new way is given to share the good new energy of New Love. It will
start slowly with each individual and then spread like wildfire to all good people.
Sharing is the best way to enjoy everything on good earth, be it pleasure or pain.
With sharing, everything is solved easily and perfectly. Good things too need to be
shared so that all can receive the joys and pleasures out of these good things. We
are expecting all of New Love to spread and shared by all good people of this good
earth, so start this process now of living well and sharing well. God Almighty loves
you all, so be blessed with this good book of sharing of New Love.
Sharing of New Love is to share it with all good people in a good and correct way.
As we share our worldly goods, we too should share our spiritual goods and
knowledge given to us by God Almighty Himself by spreading the energy of New
Love and sharing it with all good people, so that they too can use it well to progress
themselves and good earth. Get it first and then spread it to all in a very good way
so that it spreads to all corners of the earth. The world needs this new way of living
which will bring mankind together in a very good way. Start sharing all good things
and you will see how easy its magic will work with all good people. We love this
idea of sharing, so start this process now and enjoy the benefits it will bring to all
good people.
Sooner of later, the world will come to a stage where sharing will be the only way to
progress as no one person can acquire everything and be selfish. The good way is
to share everything with all, so that the world benefits from each person’s input and
all are made available to the good knowledge of the powers of the energy of New
Love and so they all can work well together. Just imagine a world where there is
only love, peace and harmony and this energy flows with each person on earth. It
will transform earth into a wonderful place like the heavens, where all good things
and good thoughts flourish and all good people strive to live as one good people
of good earth. Make this dream a reality by spreading this knowledge of New Love
to all good people by this good book and be blessed by God Almighty forever.
Sharing of New Love is a new term given, so that all can understand the importance
of sharing well. It’s Iike sharing everything you have at present, but now sharing of
New Love also means sharing love, peace and harmony all together with others. It’s
like a whole new way of sharing, as the person receiving this will also get the full
benefit of New Love. All the good vibrations created by this will be vast and will
help the person receiving this tremendously. They too will increase their level of
vibrations and this in turn will create more good vibrations on good earth each time
this sharing takes place. Pretty soon the earth will increase its vibrations to a great
extent which will not allow any evil to be participating at any level, thus evil on earth
will slowly be pushed away and once gone from earth will never be able to return,
as the good vibrations on earth just will not allow this to happen. So you can now
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understand how important it is to share this valuable gift you have with others. Keep
on adding this to your armour each day so that your protection levels too increase
with each passing day. Increase the love, peace and harmony within you each day,
so that when the time to share it comes, the energy released will be greater and
greater with each passing day. Gone are the days of sadness and fear and misery.
A whole new chapter will begin in good people by this energy of New Love and by
its working and then sharing, the world will finally be a wonderful place to live in.
Share this message well with all good people of good earth.
The word share means to spread and use it to spread to all in a good way, so share
everything well and you will soon realise that it’s the best way to be at peace and
harmony with all. Share your good thoughts, your good deeds, your good
blessings, your good work etc. etc. Sharing means that all will get the benefit of this
freely, so they too then will start sharing their good thoughts, deeds, work etc etc. thus this way, the sharing will enable all to receive the good things present on earth
with all, and even in the most remote part of earth, this sharing will be well received.
The good thoughts will be floating around all when you share and similarly the good
prayers you pray will be listened to by all good angels and the benefit of these too
will be shared by all good people. For example, when you pray, “God please give
good thoughts to all good people” – then this simple prayer will enable all good
angels to give good thoughts to their loved ones on earth and in this way the good
thoughts will be shared and made available to all. Good people will have the ability
to pick up these thoughts and they can create new ideas and creations which can
greatly help many more, so sharing is the perfect way of spreading good thoughts
and ideas and inventions to all good people. Even the plants and animals get the
benefit of this, as good inventions will also make life easier for them on earth as well
as new ways of growing plants. Food will be shared to all good people, so the world
will become better & better with each passing day. It will be a great effort by all
living on earth to share everything freely so that all living souls and creatures will
benefit well. Blessed are the ones who can do this easily and spread joy to all
mankind.
Energy of New Love is the most powerful energy of God Almighty’s own love – it will
spread to good people perfectly, once the work of New Love is started and then
spread to all good people. Its miracle will only work when all people learn to live
with this good powerful energy. Good people will always get good thoughts to get
this energy within them as soon as they can, but it will take a bit of time, as all the
negativity within one’s self has to be removed completely and this is no easy task as
explained in the other books. Identify each weak point you have and make a list of
them and tick them off one by one as soon as you are strong enough to destroy
them completely. Once a few of these are ticked off, the rest will get much easier
to conquer and destroy. Ask of all good angel’s help when you are doing this and
you will get help and guidance and good thoughts on how to overcome these few
bad points and negativity you have within you. Work well and soon you will be able
to achieve them well within your control if you cannot destroy them completely. The
work of New Love has started now and soon it will spread and then the sharing of
New Love will take place, once many can achieve ways to imbibe it well within
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themselves. God’s own angels will be with those trying hard to achieve this, so
please take up this task and finish well.
We love all good people and want them to complete this God’s work well. Everyone
will have to achieve this sooner or later, so the sooner you start, the better for you
and your family. Ask all in the family to take up this good work and be blessed by
God Almighty once achieved well. We love all good people of good earth and want
all of them to progress well with all our good help. Here too the sharing of New Love
will help all those who have started and progressed well, as the energy of New Love
will get powered each time it is achieved by each person, so the overall vibrations
of that person will add to all the harmonic vibrations of good earth and so these
vibrations will help others to succeed too, as the better the vibrations of earth, the
better it is to destroy all negativity within you. Start and finish well all good people
and a wonderful era awaits you all. God Almighty blesses all good people who are
reading this and starting their good journey of New Love.
The good book of sharing of New Love will be spread to good people in a very
good way. As soon as people read this book after reading the first two books, The
good book of New Love and The good book of working of New Love, will they
understand what the energy of New Love really means, as this energy is so good
and pure that it will bring mankind to its highest level, which will return mankind as
God wished to be on this good earth. The man created by God Almighty was
supposed to be full of love, peace and harmony and it was prevalent on earth, but
soon after evil penetrated this good way of living, everything changed, and man is
no longer in charge of himself but has become attached to all bad things and bad
attractions. He indulges in petty pleasures which are only there for some time and
does not understand what true love means. Hence it is very necessary for mankind
to read and learn what is expected from them. They should realise what a good
opportunity they have to live on earth and be blessed with all the pleasures that the
earth has given and not the evil pleasures, which are only taking them further and
further away from God and His angels. By reading, understanding and following
what is given in these books, mankind will now realise the mistakes done and will
be able to take charge of themselves, once they learn to acquire this energy of New
Love. This will have to be achieved by man himself. No one can help him, only
good God Almighty and angels can give him good thoughts and protection if asked
by man and then he will be able to progress in a good perfect way.
Share this book freely to all mankind and we will help all to achieve this energy of
New Love well. Everyone will slowly come to this good banner of good people of
good earth and the era of New Love will finally rule over earth.
We are all waiting for the good sharing of New Love to take place on earth. All good
ideas and inventions will be shared freely, so that all good people can receive these
well. New energies will be soon discovered, which will protect earth’s precious
resources and these in turn will be spread to all good people. New energies will be
cheap and easy to make and will be useful to all, even in the most remote part of
earth. Earth needs to recover from the damage done by mankind and so this way it
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will also be rested and made strong with the good new energies and inventions.
Many people will come up with good ideas on how to progress mankind and earth
together and so a common platform will help all to pool in their ideas and then share
them will all. Great thoughts will come out of this and then the people will slowly
learn to share all their knowledge with others. Good thoughts, good ideas, good
inventions and good people, all are blessed to do this easily with all our good help.
Share share share and we all will enjoy the benefits of these.
The good book of sharing of New Love will be given in a most unique way, meaning,
its effects will be felt by people after they step up their levels of love, peace and
harmony. All have to achieve all of these three elements, without which most things
cannot take place, so all will have to imbibe all these elements well within them and
then work well with them and only then will they be able to spread it, so it will take
a lot of time for each individual to achieve this and so throughout these three
phases, you will help all to achieve it well, by explaining this in your good books, so
keep on explaining well, so that all are motivated to take up this good work of God
Almighty quickly and achieve it too perfectly. Spread the work of New Love and be
blessed by God Almighty always.
Sharing is another way of caring for all. If you love someone, you will always share
and care for them. Only people who can really love others can do this well, so
always love all with all your heart and soul and then shower them with all your love
too. We want many people to start loving all good people and share all their good
spiritual knowledge with them, so that they too can share with many others. Once
the world comes to a stage where everything is shared freely, a new era of New Love
will rule over earth and earth will be like the heavens forever. God blesses this good
book now, so be blessed to share it well with all good people.
A good book of New Love. A perfect book of working of New Love. A never-ending
book of sharing of New Love. Be blessed good people of good earth with these
good messages of good books of New Love.
The good book of sharing of New Love will be completed now with this good
prayer.

“God Almighty please bless all good people reading this book and bless them in
their good journey of New Love.”
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